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Friday 18 January
Friday 15 February
Fri/ Saturday 22 – 23 March
Tuesday 26 March
Friday 10 May
Tuesday 14 May
Friday 5 July
Tuesday 1 October
Friday 11 October
Thur/Sunday 7 – 10 November
Thursday 14 November
Tuesday 3 December
Sunday 15 December

London NW8
Wincanton
Bristol BS8
Bruton, Somerset
Bristol BS8
Bruton, Somerset
London NW8
Bruton, Somerset
Bristol BS8
Henley on Thames
London NW8
Bruton, Somerset
Bristol BS8
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For those who would like
to know more about
Systemic Constellation
philosophy and
methodology, the
Foundation Training at the
Centre for Systemic
Constellations is the
course for you.
This training has been
described as "amazing"
and "life changing" more
times than we can recall.
Courses are run in Bristol
and London and begin in
January and March each
year. More details are
available HERE

Thoughts on my work…
During this year, I will be offering very few individual sessions
as my diary is increasingly filled with teaching constellation
work and work in the creative arts – mostly in film and
theatre, which is a delightful and creative place to work.
I am also returning to the single fee system at my workshops.
The collective field is of course fundamental to this work, and
we respect the power of the process when we work with what
is emergent for the group as a whole. Of course, for some
there is a challenge in not having a guaranteed space to do
their own work – my advice here is always to raise your hand
early in the day and if needed we will select names from a
hat. For myself, the 2 most important pieces of work I have
done in the past 25 years were both as a representative, and
so I can trust that we get what we need through this process.
I am so delighted by the widening interest in this work. Each
year the diversity of personal and professional backgrounds
of participants at workshops and trainings increases. It is
wonderful that this lens on life is spreading – may it continue!

On-Going
Groups
I run two closed groups
each year – one monthly
evening group in Bruton,
and the other is a quarterly
group near Taunton. Both
begin in September. Do
contact me if you would
like to be added to the
waiting list.

